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ABSTRACT \.--'

. ,

.The nature of the rodlet cell of teleost fish has be~n the

subject of s~ecul~tion ~ince its first published description in 1892.
~

Research since then has described the rodlet cell m~rphologically and/or'
, .. :.-.,:~.: w..

histoche,rlcally;' bo'th at the' ,tight and electron nlicroscopic levels..... ... ... ... . .
. ,.However,'whether,the 'rodlet cell is 'a "parasite" or a normal cell has

, ' , ..

been a subject of debate, and' there has been no consensus on its

affinity or function.'. While the detailed morphology of the rodlet cell is known,' no

previous study has considered the ecological parameters of the fish with

respect to the presence of rodlet cells.

available literature on rodlet,cells was

In this investigation, the
/' ,

examined, and the 114 teleost

" species reported 'to contain rod~et cells classified for geographic

, .
, ,,

range, habitat and food choices. There.appeared to be no geographical,

/

or habitat pecularities in this group, but a comparison of the food

o
choices of these 114. species with a ~nown, diverse, geographically

~ f .. .' • • •

circumscr1ped'population of 326'species (Wheeler, 1969) indicated that
\ ..

the former had proPortionally 60 times more species which were listed

as omnivorqus, 6 time~'as many which fed on b9ttom detritus and 3 times

as many which were he~bivoro,usthan the latter. If the rodlet cell

represented a parasitic organism, such information could have implica-

tions for it~.mode of dissemination.
, .

-'

L

.This investigation- has been t.'1e first to employ modern molecular
, \,. . ".

biolqgical techniques to explore the nature of the rodlet cell. The DNA
~
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"

of the rodlet

~
, ' .;/
cell,nucleus has been compared qualitatively, using

hybridization in situ, and quantitatively, using two methods of micro-

•
. densitometry; with cells known to corttain the fish genome but no rodlets.,

: ...
Becaqse.the DNA of rQPlet cell nuclei hybridizes to the same extent to

"
genomic DNA of the fish ~s does the DNA of the. fish's own cells, and

•
~

because there appears to

the quantity o~ DNA i1 rodl

no ~tatistically significant difference in

cell nuc).ei compared to' fis.h ',cells of the

I same species, the rodlet cell i If has been concluded to he of teleost
•

origin.
,

•However, earlier observations in this, liboratory had shown a

light microscopic tRNA-type" histochemic~l reaction in the rodlet cores,

after.both acridine orange and methyl g~en-pyronin staining methods;

furthermore, the cores were Feulgen-negative. The procedures differentiate

DNA from RNA in most situations .. The nuclease-gold technique of Bendayan

(1981) was used in electron microscopic histochemistry to confirm the. ./

presence of nucleic acid(s). The rodlets were found to conta~n DNA,

but no RNA. Further 'studies using 51 nucle~se, ~hich is specific for

single-stranded DNA, indicated that the DNA of the rodlet labels also with

51-gold. The DNA of the rodlet,~in all cases,'is confined to the periphery

"'--'

I

of the rodlet core, and the DNA appears to be s~irally ~stributed and'of

.
differing concentration along the length of the core. Because the rodlet

core failed to react to the Feulgeh procedure and failed ~o hybridize to

genomic DNA, it must contain non-~enomic DNA which is in a different

conformation from the DNA fo~d in the nucleus of the rodlet cell.
, .

Arguments are presented which consider the possible origins of rodlet

DNA, and conclude 'that the rodlet DNA is exogenous, thus supporting the

hypothesis that the rodiet, at least, is a "parasite".
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"

, This study rePFesents .the first time that the roil~et cell and

the rodlet' itself have been regarded as separate entities. It 'is

postulate. that the rodlet-tontainin~ cell itself is a teleost cell and

"-the rodlet an exogenous DNA-containing structure. The phylogenetic

affinity of, the rodlet is unknown, as is th~ precise nature of the

rodlet DNAI specu~ation includes both single-stranded and Z-DNA.

Directi~ns for future ~esearch are considered. ,. ,
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